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PRELIMINARY FOR CONSTRUCTION

APPROVAL INFORMATION

Notes

Revisions.

1)   This drawing MUST NOT BE SCALED.

2)   All dimensions to be CHECKED ON SITE and
  any DISCREPANCY reported to the Architects.

3)  The site boundary shown is the best assumed
  from available data and does NOT represent
  legal ownership.
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Road gully to be cleared out,
allow for rodding or jetting the
pipework clear to the main
drain in the roadway.

6m squared of block paving to
be removed and raised to suit
dropped site levels. paving to
be sat of sand cement bed.
dry mix.

Area shown hatch to have the existing
grass removed to a suitable depth to allow
for the installation of new  paving graded
into the existing. The existing railings are
to be removed from site and grubbed up.
Levels to be reduced to allow for new
paving. New  finish to be as per specified
notation. Retain some railing panels for
reuse elsewhere on the site.New bulkhead light to the face of the

building unit to be IP65 vandal resistant light
fitting 60 watt diecast body with 5mm thick
glass fronts. Linked into the landlords
lighting circuit. All electrics to be certified
upon completion.

Existing flourscent units to be removed and
replaced with 6 number new bulkhead light
to the soffit of the building unit to be IP65
vandal resistant light fitting 60 watt diecast
body with 5mm thick glass fronts. Linked
into the landlords lighting circuit. All electrics
to be certified upon completion. Spaced to
suit area.

Area shown hatch to have the existing
paving removed from site and the levels
reduced to allow the formation of the new
build up. new tarmac build up to consist
20mm surface tarmac, 40mm binding
layer and 100mm sub base. Tarmac to be
laid to suitable falls to existing drainage.
Tarmac to be red in colour, all to be
agreed with the client prior to installation.

Paving to this area to be taken up and
replaced with new 600mm square
concrete slabs on a sand cement bed.

Road gully to be cleared out,
allow for rodding or jetting the
pipework clear to the main
drain in the roadway.

See detail for works to this
area.

Entire row of trees to be cut
down and removed from site,
allow for grubbing up the
stumps. Along this line install
relocated fencing saved from
the garden areas and install
weed suppressing membrane
and 100mm thick pea gravel
top between the railings.

Area shown hatch to have the existing
grass removed to a suitable depth to allow
for the installation of new  paving graded
into the existing. The existing railings are
to be removed from site and grubbed up.
Levels to be reduced to allow for new
paving. New  finish to be as per specified
notation. Retain some railing panels for
reuse elsewhere on the site.

Area shown hatch to have the existing
paving removed from site and the levels
reduced to allow the formation of the new
build up. new tarmac build up to consist
20mm surface tarmac, 40mm binding
layer and 100mm sub base. Tarmac to be
laid to suitable falls to existing drainage.
Allow for providing a new key clamp
galvanised hand rail to one side of the
ramp. (side of the wall)

4 number parkings bays to religned in
thermoplastic paint.

Road gully to be cleared out,
allow for rodding or jetting the
pipework clear to the main
drain in the roadway.

6m squared of block paving to
be removed and raised to suit
dropped site levels. paving to
be sat of sand cement bed.
dry mix.

5 number parkings bays to religned in
thermoplastic paint.

Road gully to be cleared out,
allow for rodding or jetting the
pipework clear to the main
drain in the roadway.

Existing post box to remain.

Existing telephone box to
remain.

Extent of council ownership. Existing bench to cleaned down and redecorate with
1 coat metal primer , 2 coats external quality
gloss, colour to be Corby Council Blue (dark)
Bench to be relocated to side of phone box and
fixed to the new paving.

Existing section of landscaping to be grubbed up and
new highway suitable block paving to be installed to
match the existing allowing the creation of 2 new parking
bays, egdes of the area to have HB2 kerbs, block paving
to fall towards the existing drainage. New white lining to
suit.

Existing bench to cleaned down and redecorate with
1 coat metal primer , 2 coats external quality
gloss, colour to be Corby Council Blue (dark)

Existing wall to be made good as
necessary, allow for repointing and
replacing damaged and missing brickwork
and copings.

Paving to this area to be taken up and
replaced with new 600mm square
concrete slabs on a sand cement bed.
this is to include all the cobbles and
concreted sections.

All downpipes and canopy fronts to be
redecorated in the corby blue colours.

Existing granite setts to be removed from the
entire area, allow for the installation of new
150 x 50 concrete edgings to create a
landcaping area for the tree. This area to
recive a weed suppressing membrane and
150mm thick bark mulch finish. allow for 25m
of edgings, exact orientation to be agreed on
site. To the rear of the edgings install a
150mm timbered knee rail.

Existing landscaping area to be regraded to uit the
surrounding levels and paving, allow for the import of top
soil as required.This area to recive a weed suppressing
membrane and 150mm thick bark mulch finish. allow for
25m of edgings, exact orientation to be agreed on site. To
the rear of the edgings install a 150mm timbered knee rail.

Timber soffit to be made good
and timbers replaced where
damaged and missing all to
match the existing. Allow for
preparing the wood and
priming and painting with 1
coat primer 2 coats gloss -
colour white.

Timber soffit to be made good
and timbers replaced where
damaged and missing all to
match the existing. Allow for
preparing the wood and
priming and painting with 1
coat primer 2 coats gloss -
colour white.

Existing flourescent lighting to
be removed and replaced with
new LED type fittings suitable
for the area, all connected into
the existing electrical services
and certified.

Existing flourescent lighting to
be removed and replaced with
new LED type fittings suitable
for the area, all connected into
the existing electrical services
and certified.

Section of walling to be rebuilt
to match the existing.
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Block Paving

Channel blocks

Kerb

Paving slab

Kerb

Paving slab

Block Paving

Channel blocks

Existing Kerb remains

New kerb to be installed
305mm HB2 kerb behind the
existing allowing for fully
bedding and haunching as
required.

Existing kerb to remain.

Paving slab

Reused hoop top railings
installed to the back of the
kerb line allow for the
installation of suitable new
posts to carry the railings.

Concrete haunching.

Paving flags bedding on
minimum 150mm thick
concrete backing, reused
paving.

Existing section Proposed section
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